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Common responses of family members who are 

facing grief
 Interventions that will help meet family needs
 Factors influencing a child’s understanding of death
 Strategies to support parents’ losses at the bedside
 The unique grief of children
How to offer support to parents who have other 

children at home

Let’s Chat About…
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What is being GREIVED?

 Loss of normal pregnancy
 Loss of anticipated or pre-envisioned labor & 

delivery
 Loss of healthy baby
 Loss of intact family experiences
 Loss of future with the child


Common Responses to Grief

 Emotions
o Sadness
o Anger
o Anxiety
o Guilt
o Loneliness
o Apathy


Accept the reality of the loss
Work through the pain of grief
Adjust to an environment without the baby
 Emotionally relocate the baby and move on with life

Four Tasks of Mourning
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Cognitive Changes
 Physical Sensations
 Behaviors

Response to Grief (cont.)


 Typical emotional responses

Gender and Grief


 Recognize that each person grieves uniquely
Avoid euphemisms: use evocative language (died)
 Say the baby’s name
Ask about wishes to be alone or with others
 Listen
Offer/help to find practical help

Strategies for Support
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The Unique Grief 
of a Child


 Separation from parents

 Life as they have known it has been disrupted

 A sense of isolation (increases if truth is withheld) 

 Fear they will become sick as well

Typical Losses Experienced by a Sibling 
When a Baby is on the NICU


Acting out in order to seek attention or relieve stress
 “Perfect behavior” to try to make things better
 Trouble eating or sleeping
Complaints of pain or illness
 Bed wetting
 Regression
Withdrawal to better cope with separation from 

parents

Behaviors That May Result from an Infant’s 
Hospitalization
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Confusion: “What is the matter with the baby?” 

“Why has everything changed in our home?”
Anger: “The baby gets all of mom and dad’s attention”

Loneliness: “I always have to be with the babysitter!”

Guilt: “I know I made it happen”
Fear: Mom and dad are different—they cry and 

yell at me more often
Embarrassment: Our baby is different

Common Emotional Responses 


Be honest: Ask the child about their 

understanding of the situation and then 
clarify 

Reassure child that someone will be 
there to take care of them

Recommended Responses for Parents 


When a family experiences a death, 

some may not want to accept the  
reality that children grieve, too

 The manner in which a child grieves   
their first loss will be a part of every 
grief they know for the rest of their lives

When a baby dies…
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Infants:

Additional crying                                             
Thumb or finger sucking                                 
Senses anxiety and sorrow

Normal Grief Behavior in Children



Infants:                                                        
Maintain a schedule as much as it’s possible           

Keep baby in their own home with few visitors             

Talk to infant                             

Recommended responses for parents


1 to 2 years of age:

May cling
May sleep more frequently
May experience disrupted sleep 
May become more “hyper” and whine 
more frequently

Normal Grief Behavior in Children
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3 to 5 years of age:

Bedwetting is common
Inability to verbalize feelings
May ask questions
May “play death”
May regress
Often unaware that death is permanent

Normal Grief Behavior in Children


2 to 5 years of age:

Be honest                                                                                             
Answer questions                                                                              
Let child know that it was not their fault                                       
Provide an explanation of “death”                                                 
Explain possible feelings they may experience
Involve the child as much as possible in funeral 
planning                                                                                              
Let child know that “our tears help get the sad out”                   
It’s common for children to grieve, play, grieve, play…

Recommended responses for parents


6 to 9 years:                                                 

May play “death” and “funeral”                    
May become more introverted/shy              
Acting out may increase                                  
Grades may suffer                                            
School may become safe haven

Normal Grief Behavior in Children
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6 to 9 years of age:

Answer questions
Be honest
Explain feelings they may have
Talk about fears
Involve the child in funeral planning (explain what 
will happen and when it will occur)

Recommended responses for parents


11 to teen years:    

Anger is normal         
Acting out may increase                                    
Often search for spirituality                              
Philosophical conversations with peers          
Risky behavior is not uncommon

Normal Grief Behavior in Children 


Teens:

Be honest                                                                                    
Answer questions (give details if desired)                                   
Let teen know that it was not their fault                                            
Involve them in funeral planning                                          
Let them know that “our tears help get the sad out”            
Provide a journal                                                                      
Respect their need for private time                                     
Encourage them to talk to a school counselor

Recommended responses for parents
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 Best individuals to share information
 What to avoid saying

Passed away, asleep, God needed him/her   
 What to say

“When people die, their bodies stop working; they no   
longer breathe, eat, feel or think”

 Begin with the child’s experience 
 Focus on feelings
 Encourage questions and expression of feelings

Talking with a child about death


Maintain eye contact
 Touch
 Listen

Permission to talk about deceased
Permission to remember honestly

Acknowledge feelings

Attending to the child


Talk with child about their fears 

Reassure child that someone will be there to 
take care of them—you are still a family      

Share with sibling that they are forever big 
brother or sister

A Few More Considerations: 
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Continue to offer a listening ear (and a lap to sit on)  

 Be willing to cry—sharing one’s tears is one of the most 
valuable gifts that a parent can give to their child

Purchase a stuffed animal with big ears    

Suggestions for parents 



Participate in creating handprints 
Read to the baby
Sing together 
Offer opportunities to hold, dress and 

bathe the baby
Draw pictures for the baby

Memory making at bedside


Create a handprint “family tree”

Plant something special in a pot or in the yard

Send messages into the sky in a helium balloon

Purchase an ornament each Christmas 

Memory making at Home
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Children will reprocess a loss as they transition 
to each successive developmental level   

…and just like adults, children all grieve 
differently 

Remember: 


 Limbo, Rana & Wheeler, Sara (1995). RTS Bereavement 

Services; Men and Women Grieve Differently

 Fertel, Patricia (2004). Centering Corporation; Difficult 
Decisions

 Johnson, Joy and Dr. Marvin (1998). Centering Corporation; 
Children Grieve, Too

 Johnson, Joy and Dr. Marvin (1998). Centering Corporation; 
Children Die, Too
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